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You’ve probably seen a lot of linear approaches to finding new feature representations:



We might do this to find interpretable or intuitive latent concepts.

You’ve probably seen a lot of linear approaches to finding new feature representations:



We might do this to make computing more efficient (e.g., orthogonalization).

You’ve probably seen a lot of linear approaches to finding new feature representations:



We might do this to reduce dimensionality for generalizability or compression

You’ve probably seen a lot of linear approaches to finding new feature representations:



Domain knowledge may allow us to do successful feature engineering.
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This is exactly the same as the logit / logistic regression “inverse link function.”



Machine learning in one slide

Social science (inference) Machine learning (prediction)

GLM inverse link function Activation function

E(y) = f (x0�) E(y) = f (x0�)
Preferred objective function

Log-likelihood Cross-entropy

logL =
Pn

i=1 log P(yi|xi,�) � logL = �
Pn

i=1 log P(yi|xi,�)
Solving algorithm

Newton-Raphson Gradient descent

�t := �t�1 � [H logL]�1r logL �t := �t�1 � ⌘r(� logL)
�antities of interest

b�;Var(b�) by;
P

1(by = y)/n

IMC - Rheault and Borwein - Methods, Concepts and Definitions March 2020 10 / 40





















There are important contexts — like modeling with Keras —  
where we would refer to this as a “two-layer” neural network 





































This is exactly equivalent to the negative log-likelihood. 
So this is so far identical to logit/logistic regression.
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Contrast with Newton-Raphson, which also uses second derivative (Hessian)
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So, SGD is different from Newton-Raphson in derivative information used, 
 and in its optimization over small subsets of the data at a time and in parallel. 



https://playground.tensorflow.org

https://playground.tensorflow.org



